
DERBYSHIRE PUB QUIZ LEAGUE SEASON 2010-11 WEEK 6     24
th
  NOVEMBER 2010 

 

QUESTION READERS PLEASE NOTE: Key ideas in answers are given in bold type, and any essential words in  

underlined bold type.  Elements of an answer which are not in bold are not expected, but must not be given incorrectly.  

Brackets indicate either additional information which is not required in the answer or acceptable alternatives.   “or wtte” = “or 

words to that effect”, requiring question reader’s judgment.  Question masters should prompt teams to elaborate on any answer 

which is not incorrect but has not given the detail required.   

 

ROUND 1: Individual Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 In 2010, which Spanish region outlawed bullfighting?  Catalonia 

2 Who is currently Home Secretary? Theresa May 

3 In which formerly major fishing port are Fisherman’s Friends manufactured? Fleetwood 

4 What is the term for a pair of vowels pronounced as one syllable? (e.g. ou in “out”) Diphthong 

5 “Crouch...Touch...Pause...Engage” is a sequence of instructions frequently issued 

by the senior official during a match in which sport? 

Rugby Union (to set scrum) 

6 What effect does the fungus botrytis (aka noble rot) have on the taste of wine? Sweetness 

7 In area, which is the third largest island of the British Isles? Lewis-Harris 

8 Jane Garvey and Jenni Murray present which weekday radio programme? Woman’s Hour 

9 In terms of scoring, how does the game show, Pointless, resemble team cross-

country running and stroke play golf? 

Lowest score wins or wtte 

10 Give any year in the life of the composer Antonio Vivaldi. Any year between 1678 and 1741 

 

ROUND 2: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Abbreviated Organisations:  
A  What did the initials of the company I.C.I. stand for? 

B  Devotees of which interest are served by the internet database, I.G.I.? 

C  The I.S.I., standing for Inter-Services Intelligence, is which country’s frequently 

mistrusted intelligence agency? 

 

Imperial Chemical Industries 

Genealogy or Family History 

Pakistan 

2 Petrol Heads: 
A  Built in France by Volkswagen, what is the world’s fastest road-legal car? 

B  On Top Gear, currently, in which make of car must a “Star in a Reasonably-

Priced Car” attempt to drive a fast lap? 

C  What is the frequently-employed role of Bernt Mayländer in Formula 1 racing? 

 

Bugatti Veyron 

Kia (Cee’d) 

 

Safety Car Driver or wtte  

3 Fattist Rock: 
A  In a 1978 Queen hit, which 5 words follow “Fat-bottomed girl, you make...”? 

B  “Big bottom, big bottom, Talk about bun-cakes, my girl’s got ‘em”: a line from a 

song featured in a 1984 film “mockumentary”, and credited to which band? 

C  Straddling both poles of political incorrectness in consecutive records, who 

enjoyed hits in 1957-8 with Short Fat Fannie and Bony Moronie? 

 

“the rockin’ world go round” 

Spinal Tap 

 

Larry Williams 

4 Weights and measures: All answers are also Imperial units?  

A  an old name for the snow leopard; 

B  a stretch of level water between two canal locks;  

C  the holiest city of the Baha’i faith and the last stronghold of Crusader rule. 

 

Ounce 

Pound 

Acre  

5 Geographical terms:   
A Artesian wells take their name from a former province of which country? 

B  What is the term for an alphabetical list of place names? 

C  What is the three-letter term for a sunken river valley such as Plymouth Sound, 

Portsmouth Harbour or Milford Haven? 

 

France (Artois)  

Gazetteer 

Ria 

6 Day Jobs:   

A  Which artist was nicknamed “Le Douanier” because of his job as a tax collector? 

B  In what industry was the physicist, James Joule’s family business? 

C  Which major Russian composer was a professor of chemistry? 

 

Henri Rousseau 

Brewing 
Alexandr Borodin 

7 Summer of Sport 2010:   

A  Who was the 2010 British Open Golf Champion? 

B  What was the name of the horse which won the 2010 Epsom Derby? 

C In which sport was the last gold medal of the Commonwealth Games awarded, 

raising India to second place in the medals table? 

 

Louis Oosthuizen 

Workforce 

Badminton 

8 The Heavens:   

A  Named after a Zodiac constellation, which meteor shower peaked last week? 

B  What was the space-related organisation SETI formed to investigate? 

C  Shared with the fictional location of a 1980s police drama, what is the name of 

the comet which has been progressing across the Eastern sky this Autumn?  

 

The Leonids 

Extra-terrestrial intelligence 
(Comet) Hartley (2) 



ROUND 3: Individual Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Which commentator and former cricketer is widely known as “Bumble”? David Lloyd 

2 In Australia, what physical attribute is usually associated with the nickname, Blue? Red hair or wtte 

3 With which male-dominated organisation is the female Inner Wheel Club linked? Rotary (International)  

4 Who wrote the Foundation trilogy of Science Fiction novels? Isaac Asimov 

5 What were the rotary encryption devices used by Germany in WWII called? Enigma (machines) 

6 What is the more common name for a billycock hat in the UK? Bowler 

7 What single letter is often used to refer to Chicago’s Metro system? The L (from “Elevated Railway”) 

8 Which Egyptian god is depicted with the head of a jackal? Anubis 

9 As what is the paper formerly known as the Sunday Pictorial now known? Sunday Mirror 

10 With the dugong, what is the only other member of the Sirenia order of mammals? Manatee 

 

ROUND 4: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Transport and Classical Music:  
A  The 1880 Neapolitan song Funiculì, Funiculà was composed to celebrate the 

opening of a cable car service up which mountain? 

B  First performed in Cairo in 1871, which Verdi opera is usually claimed to have 

been composed for the opening of the Suez Canal?  

C  Born Philip Heseltine in 1894, his works including the Capriol Suite and the carol 

Adam Lay Ybounden, which composer notoriously enjoyed nude motorcycling? 

 

(Mt) Vesuvius 

 

Aïda    

 

(Peter) Warlock 

 

2 Transport in Films:  
A  In the 1997 sequel to Speed, entitled Speed 2: Cruise Control, the sabotage of 

which mode of transport was central to the plot? 

B  Which classic 1953 British film recounted the participation of an eponymous 

1904 Darracq car in the London to Brighton Veteran Car Run? 

C  Which preservation railway was used for the 1970 film The Railway Children? 

 

Cruise Liner   

(Elaborate on  “Ship” or “Boat”) 

Genevieve 

 
Keighley & Worth Valley (Rly) 

3 Transport on TV: 

A Name either of the Coronation Street characters who have been killed by a bus. 

B By what name was The Goodies’ three-seater bike known? 

C  What was the name of the 1980s BBC soap opera set aboard a North Sea ferry? 

 

Ida Barlow or Lizzie Hewitt 

The Trandem 

Triangle 

4 Transport, Food and Drink:   
A  Which beverage was invented in the 1940s by Joseph Sheridan, and first served 

to passengers at what was to become Shannon Airport? 

B  Which confectionery’s TV advertisement features an animated car race? 

C  On the third Thursday of which month do races to deliver the first Beaujolais 

Nouveau begin?  

 

Irish Coffee 
 

Milky Way 

November  

5 Transport in Sport and Games: 

A Fenchurch Street, Liverpool Street, King’s Cross: which other station appears on 

a standard UK Monopoly board?  

B In/on what mode of transport do competitors contest the Gordon Bennett Cup, 

the most recent running of which started from Bristol on the 25th September 2010? 

C When originally founded in 1878, which Premiership football team represented 

a depot of the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway? 

 

Marylebone 

 

(Gas) Balloons  

 

Manchester United 

6 Transport and Popular Music:   
A A song about which mode of transport gave Jasper Carrott a top 5 hit in 1975? 

B  In which US state did the air crash which killed Buddy Holly and others occur? 

C  Which city is the terminus common to the road and rail routes celebrated in the 

songs, Route 66 and City of New Orleans? 

 

(Funky) Moped 

Iowa 

Chicago 

7 Transport in History:   
A Which politician became the first widely reported railway casualty when he died 

as a result of having been run over by the Rocket? 

B What is the term for the back-tipping farm cart used during the French 

Revolution to convey the condemned to the guillotine? 

C  How many horses were used to haul a Roman racing chariot? 

 

William Huskisson  

 

Tumbril 

 

4 

8 Transport and Art: 
A  Apart from “The Fighting Temeraire” itself, which other kind of vessel can be 

seen in the foreground of J.M.W. Turner’s famous painting? 

B  To celebrate his role in saving the station, whose statue was unveiled at the 

reopening of the renovated St Pancras Station? 

C  Which important Paris art gallery began its life as a railway terminus?  

 

A tug 

 

(Sir) John Betjeman 

 

Le Musée d’Orsay 



ROUND 5: Individual Questions: Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 How many judges constitute the US Supreme Court? 9 

2 Which number is normally worn by the stand-off half in a rugby league team? 6 

3 Into how many counties is the Republic of Ireland divided? 26 

4 How many English summits have heights above sea level exceeding 3000 feet? 4  (Scafell Pike, Scafell, Helvellyn, 

Skiddaw) 

5 What was the number on the Volkswagen “Beetle”, Herbie, in the series of Walt 

Disney films in which it/he featured? 
53 

6 Japanese poetry: how many syllables are there in a haiku? 17  

7 What is the upper limit on the number of characters in a Twitter message? 140 

8 In the House of Lords, how many peers must be present for a debate to take place? 3 

9 How many degrees are there in each internal angle of a regular pentagon? 108 

10 At the start of a game of chess, how many possible moves are available to White? 20   (2 options each for 2 knights 

and 8 pawns) 

 

ROUND 6: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 European National Anthems: Each of the following national anthems celebrate 

their country’s struggle against a particular perceived enemy.  Name the enemy. 

A  France - La Marseillaise - written 1792 - adopted 1795 (two possible answers); 

B  Netherlands - Wilhelmus van Nassouwe - written 1574 - adopted 1932;  

C  United Kingdom - God Save the Queen/King - first sung 1745. 

 

 

Austria or Prussia 

Spain 

Jacobites (Elaborate on Scotland) 

2 European Flags:  
A  Which country’s flag resembles that of Norway but with red and blue reversed? 

B  Which country’s flag depicts an astronomical aid called an armillary?  

C  Two European flags are square.  Identify either. 

 

Iceland 

Portugal 
Switzerland or Vatican State 

3 European Capitals: Allow 60 seconds if necessary 

A  Between 1946 and 1992, what was the Montenegrin capital, Podgorica, called? 

B  Which present European capital was capital of Hungary from 1536 to 1783? 

C What links the capitals of Norway, Switzerland, Italy, Latvia, Ukraine, 

Azerbaijan, and according to the locals, Austria, but no others in Europe? 

 

Titograd 

Bratislava (Pressburg then) 

Four-letter names (Oslo, Bern, 

Roma, Riga, Kyiv, Baku, Wien) 

4 European Mountains: 

A  The High Tatra mountains lie on the border between which two countries? 

B  At 4634 m (15203 ft), Monte Rosa is the highest peak in which country? 

C  The Transylvanian Alps form the southern arm of which more extensive range? 

 

Poland and Slovakia 

Switzerland  

Carpathians 

5 Men of Science: The surname of the second of each pair is produced by removing a 

few letters from the surname of the first.  In each case identify either. 

A  Creator of the Periodic Table / Pioneer of genetics, 

 

B  A twice Nobel laureate / Proposer of the Exclusion Principle in quantum theory, 

C  Devisor of modern blood group classification / Inventor of Polaroid photograpy. 

 

 

Dmitri Mendeleev /  

Gregor Mendel 

Linus Pauling / Wolfgang Pauli 

Karl Landsteiner / Edwin Land 

6 Men of Letters: 

A Which honour is indicated if the letters KT appear after a name? 

B Which video game series features the character Carl Johnson, known as “CJ”? 

C By what two letters was Harry Wayne Casey, lead singer with the Sunshine 

Band, known? 

 

Knight of the Thistle 

Grand Theft Auto 

KC  (from “Casey”) 

7 Men in Tights: 
A Who produced and directed the 1993 film, Robin Hood: Men in Tights? 

B Which choreographer was responsible for the ground-breaking production of 

Swan Lake in which the company of swans consists entirely of men? 

C By what nickname, based on the term for tights which is in common use in 

North America, have tights designed for men come to be known? 

 

Mel Brooks 
Matthew Bourne 

 

Mantyhose 

8 Men at Work: Which occupation uses each of the following devices?  

A  a last 

B  a cant hook  

C  a swazzle 

 

Shoemaker or Cobbler or wtte 

Logger or Lumberjack or wtte 

Punch and Judy Man or wtte  



ROUND 7: Individual Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 10.  2 pts for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 What is the British bird sometimes known as the water ouzel more usually called? Dipper 

2 In 2004, Room on the Third Floor made which UK band, named after the hero of 

a famous film trilogy, the youngest band to reach number one with a debut album? 
McFly 

3 Who is currently president of Afghanistan? Hamid Karzai 

4 In multi-sport events such as triathlon, what is the term for the area where 

competitors switch from one sport to the next? 

Transition Area 

5 Who was the most recent monarch to be subject and title of a Shakespeare play? Henry VIII 

6 Which ennobled actress is mother to actor and Bond villain Toby Stephens? (Dame) Maggie Smith 

7 Which major horse race is run on the first Tuesday in November at Flemington 

Park? 

The Melbourne Cup 

8 Also called the Song of Mary, what is the name of the frequently-sung canticle 

which begins “My soul doth magnify the Lord”? 

The Magnificat 

9 Tomato, Potato, Pear and Nectarine are to be used by the clothing retailers George 

at Asda as descriptions of what? 

Bottom shapes or wtte 

10 Also the name of a mineral, what is the name for the range of Wedgwood 

stoneware, most commonly blue, with raised white decoration? 

Jasper (Ware) 

 

ROUND 8: Team Questions.  Pick a number from 1 to 8.  1 pt for a correct answer; 1 pt for a bonus. 

 

1 Codes: Allow 60 seconds if necessary 

A How many one- or two-letter prefixes are in use for London post codes? 

B What is the international dialling code to the UK from elsewhere in Europe?  

C Which UK-based airline’s flight numbers are preceded by the letters WW? 

 

8     (E W N EC WC NW SE SW) 

0044 or +44  

bmibaby  

2 Bands of Brothers?: 
A What is the surname of Charlie and Craig who together are The Proclaimers? 

B What was the one-word title of the chart-topping single which in 1958 gave the 

Kalin Twins their only UK hit? 

C What feature of their genetic history distinguishes the Proclaimers and the 

Kalin Twins from the Cocteau Twins and the Thompson Twins?  

 

Reid 

When 

 

Actual twins/siblings or wtte 

(CTs and TTs not even related) 

   October Obituaries: 

A  Died 14/10/10: the mathematician Benoit Mandelbrot was particularly associated 

with which new form of geometry, which he himself named? 

B  Died 20/10/10: who was the founder of Penthouse magazine and producer of 

the 1976 star-infested soft-porn film Caligula? 

C  Died 26/10/10: what was the name of the octopus in a German Sea-Life Centre 

that successfully predicted a series of winning teams in the 2010 FIFA World Cup?  

 

Fractal Geometry 

 

Bob Guccione  

 

Paul 

4 Foreign Food:  

A A dish claimed to be American, but thought to have reached there from China, via 

France, where it is known as omelette à la norvègienne: what is its English name?  

B  Originating in North Africa, what kind of food is merguez? 

C  Which flavour of jam is a component of the classic chocolate cake, Sachertorte?  

 

Baked Alaska 
 

A sausage 

Apricot 

5 Literary Awards:  

A  The Orange Prize is restricted to what kind of novelists? 

B  Which annual literary award, resembling a space rocket, is awarded for works 

or achievements in Science Fiction or Fantasy?  

C  Which Manchester-born author was awarded the 2010 Man Booker Prize for his 

novel, The Finkler Question? 

 

Women or female 

Hugo (award) 

 
Howard Jacobson 

6 Musical Locations:   

A Which musical’s plot begins in Salzburg and ends near the Austro-Swiss border? 

B The plot of which musical begins in a prison in Toulon? 

C  Stephen Sondheim’s A Little Night Music is set in which European country? 

 

The Sound of Music 

Les Miserables 

Sweden 

7 Sequences:  In each case, what name precedes the given four in sequence?  

A  .........., John, Thomas, James, James, ...; 

B  .........., Jason, Mary Ellen, Erin, Ben, ...; 

C  .........., Linus, Cletus, Clement, Aristus, ... 

 

George (Washington)  (US Pres) 

John-Boy  (Eldest Walton child) 

Peter  (First five Popes) 

8 Trees:   
A  Which country has a cedar tree as its national emblem? 

B What is the alternative name for the rowan tree, a name it shares with a Welsh 

town? 

C In the UK, the bacterial infection, “bleeding canker” is currently infecting half the 

trees of which species? 

 

Lebanon 

Mountain Ash 

 

Horse chestnut 



BEER ROUND 

 

Use the questions remaining from the individual rounds for the individual questions. 

 

Team Questions:   

 

1 A Which is the only South American country to have one of its citizens win the 

Wimbledon Men’s Singles Championship? 

B  Often said to look like a lamb, and previously called the Rothbury or Rodbery 

Terrier, which dog breed is named after a village in Northumberland? 

C In 1603, the bearing of which Scottish clan name was made a capital offence? 

Peru    (Alex Olmedo 1959) 

 

Bedlington Terrier 

 
(Clan) MacGregor 

2 A Which is the only African country of which a Wimbledon Men’s Singles 

Champion was a citizen at the time of his Wimbledon victory? 

B  “Best In Show” at Crufts in 2009, which terrier breed bred from the fox terrier 

and West Highland White, among others, is named after a village in Pembrokeshire? 

C  Members of which Scottish clan were victims of the 1692 Massacre of Glencoe? 

Egypt    (Jaroslav Drobný 1954) 

 

Sealyham Terrier 

 

(Clan) MacDonald (of Glencoe)  

 

 

 Set by DE 


